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Abstract

By investigating a Markov chain whose limiting distribution corresponds to that
of the Dirichlet process we are able directly to ascertain conditions for the existence
of linear functionals of that process. Together with earlier analyses we are able to
characterize those functionals which are a.s. finite in terms of the parameter measure
of the process. We also show that the appropriate Markov chain in the space of
measures is only weakly convergent and not Harris ergodic.

1. Introduction

The family of Dirichlet processes provides a way of producing a mathematically
tractable family of prior distributions on the set I1(E) of all probability measures on
the Borel sets of a complete separable metric space S. Their definition, charac-
terization and essential properties were extensively presented by Ferguson [4, 5]
and further elaborated on by Blackwell and MacQueen[2] and Blackwell[l].
Following these basic works various authors have considered other characterizations
and properties of the Dirichlet process - see, for example, Hannum et at. [6], Doss and
Sellke[3] and Yamato[13].

Here we consider the Dirichlet process as the limiting or invariant measure for a
particular Markov chain with state space I1(S). We show that all the (finite) linear
functionals of this measure-valued Markov chain are themselves Markov chains. This
fact gives the process a very special structure which we exploit in our proofs. The
approach allows one to obtain readily conditions for the existence of linear
functionals of the Dirichlet process itself (see Theorem 2). A further analysis based
on the approach of Hannum et at. [6] then shows that these conditions are necessary.
The results are summarized in our main new result - Theorem 4. We also consider the
implications of this result to the question of tail-behaviour of Dirichlet processes
and show that we have generalized the results of Doss and Sellke[3] to general
spaces S.

Our starting point is a known characterization of the Dirichlet process P with
parameter a whose distribution on I1(S) we denote by A(a). The parameter is often
called the prior measure and is a finite measure on S. LetM = a(H), Q =M~1a and
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P,X,Y be independently distributed with distributions A(a) on Yl(E),Q on S, and
Beta (M, 1) on [0,1], respectively. Then, according to this characterization A(a)
S a t i s f i e S A[P] = A[(1-Y)8X + YP], (1)

where A[• ] denotes 'law of and 8X is a distribution function degenerate at xeE (see
the proof of Theorem 1 below).

Equation (1) can be recognised as the equation for a stationary measure for the
Markov chain defined via the recursion

Pn = (l-Yn)8Xn + YnPn_1;n>l (2)

where Poen(5) is arbitrary and {(^, Yn)} is an i.i.d. sequence with the same joint
distribution as (X, Y) above. We show below how the limit theory for Markov chains
on general state spaces (see Tweedie [12]) together with the general theory of
convergence of random measures may now be applied to prove that (1) has a unique
solution. That this solution is the Dirichlet process A(a) then follows from the
defining property of the latter. The details will be given below.

The Markov chain approach is particularly convenient for analysing the existence
and properties of linear functionals jgdP because they also turn out to be derivable
as strong limits of Markov chains on U. These functionals were considered by
Hannum et al. [6] and their existence was also investigated by Doss and Sellke [3] who
referred to them as moments.

We note that (1) is also the basis of a related construction of the Dirichlet process
discussed in Sethuranam and Tiwari[9].

2. Existence of an invariant measure

We prove that the Markov chain defined in (2) has a unique invariant measure
which we may then identify as the Dirichlet process measure A(a). We first use a
result of Kallenberg[7].

LEMMA 1. For a complete separable metric space S, and random measures Pn on
n<3), d

gdPn-^some Pg for all bounded continuous g on S (3)

implies that there exists a random measure P such that

d
nth |Pn->P with \gdP = Pg (4)

d

for all bounded continuous g. (Here -*• denotes convergence in law.)

Proof. The result follows directly from lemma 5-1 of Kallenberg[7]. I

The above lemma reduces the problem of convergence of the Pn in (2) to one of
showing weak convergence for bounded continuous linear functionals jgdPn. In fact
a stronger result follows directly from the theory of Harris ergodicity for Markov
chains.

LEMMA 2. Suppose that g is a bounded (Borel) measurable function on E and {Pn} is
defined as in equation (2). Then {Gn = jgdPn} is a Markov chain on U with a unique
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stationary measure Ylg. In particular, Gn converges in law for Ug-almost all starting
points Go.

Proof. From the definition of Gn and the defining equation (2) we obtain

n_l;n}*l. (5)

We may therefore conclude that Gn is a Markov chain on K.
In fact, from (5) it follows that Gn is restricted to the compact set [— ||g||, \\g\\]

where \\g\\ = supE|<7(z)|. Now we know that a Markov chain on a compact space has
at least one finite invariant measure provided that it is weak Feller (see
Rosenblatt [8]); that is, if the measures P(Gne. \Gn_-i = x) are weakly continuous in
x. To prove the weak Feller property it suffices to observe that, since

3,-1 = x) = P((l-Yn)g(Xn) < y-xYn) =

we have

P(Gn ^ y\Gn_, = x)-P(Gn^ y\Gn_, = x

Since, for any Q and g, the distribution of giX^) has at most a countable number of
atoms, and since Yn has a continuous distribution, {Gn} is weak Feller.

If we can now show that {Gn} is ^-irreducible for some finite measure <j>, then (see
Tweedie [10]) the chain is positive recurrent and the .invariant measure is unique.

Set g = ess-infH g(x),g = ess-supE g(x) (where. Q is the reference measure on E)
and set </>(A) = A{A n [g,g]) with A denoting Lebesgue measure. Then, since Yj has a
density on [0,1], the conditional distribution of G1 = Y1G0 + {l — Y1)g(Xl), given Go

and JQ, has a density with respect to A on [Go, giXj] for GQ < giXJ (and similarly for
Go > g(Xr)). Since g(Xr) can take values equal or arbitrarily close to g and g we obtain
the result that <j>{A) > 0 implies P ^ e - d \G0) > 0, the required 0-irreducibility. 1

We note that the above convergence results do not depend on Po and so we
obtain

THEOREM 1. There exists a unique invariant measure for {Pn} on H(E) which satisfies
equation (1) and it is the Dirichlet process measure A(a).

Proof. Lemmas 1 and 2 guarantee the existence of a unique invariant measure for
the process described in equation (2). The uniqueness itself follows since the
distribution of P is determined by the distributions of all the linear functionals
\gdP (see Kallenberg[7], theorem 3-1). That this distribution corresponds to that
of the Dirichlet process can be shown as follows. Consider the defining property
(D): for any finite measurable partition {Blt.. -,Bm} of S,

(P(51), . . . ,P(4,))~ Dirichlet(cc(B,),...,oc(Bm)). (6)

It is not difficult to show that if P satisfies (D) then so does (1 — Y)SX + YP (see
Ferguson[4]). Hence the unique solution to equation (1) has property (D) and so
must be the Dirichlet process with parameter a. I
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In the last section we make a technical, although interesting observation
concerning the nature of the convergence of Pn. Although the functionals Gn give rise
to Harris ergodic chains and the convergence of A[Gn | Go] is in total variation
on FI(IR), whenever a has a diffuse part on E we only have weak convergence of
A(PJP0)onn(S).

3. Finiteness of linear functionals

We seek minimal conditions for the existence of linear functionals J g dP, where P
is a Dirichlet process with parameter a. For the case 5 = 1R, Doss and Sellke[3]
analyse the related problem of tail-behaviour of P whereas Hannum et al. [6] give the
distribution of fgdP when J \g\ da < oo.

Although the Markov chain analysis quite readily gives the sufficiency of the
logarithmic moment (with respect to a - see the statement of Theorem 2) the
necessity of this condition will be proved separately by refining the technique of
Hannum et al. [6]: see Theorem 3. We note that this refinement could also provide an
alternate proof of the sufficiency.

THEOREM 2. If j log (l + \g(E,)\)da,(£) < oo then \fgdP\ < oo a.s. [A(a)].

Proof. Choose Po so that J \g\ dP0 < oo and define {Gn} via (5). Our result will follow
if we show that Gn has an invariant or limiting distribution. We now prove that under
the stated condition Gn is Harris ergodic.

The proof of ^-irreducibility is virtually identical to that of Lemma 2; the fact that
g and g may be infinite does not change the result.

We now turn to the conditions for ergodicity and define/(w) = log (1 + |u|). We will

show that ^ [ M ) | G ] ^ / ( G ) - e (GoeK°) (7)

and ElfiGJ \ Go] is bounded (GoeK),

for some compact K cz R and e > 0. This condition is sufficient for Harris ergodicity
(see, for example, Tweedie [12]).

Indeed
/ ^ / YMXl Y1\G0\) (8)

Note that as \G0\ f oo the argument of the first logarithm converges monotonically to
1. Since £|log (1̂ )1 < oo, and since

log (1 + Yt\G0\ + (1 - Fx)| 0(Zi)|) < log (1 + yjGol) + log (1 + ^(ZJI) (10)

we may conclude that under the condition of the theorem ^[/(G^) | Go] is finite, and
is in fact bounded for GoeK. Now choose e = — p / l o g ^ ) and k large enough to
ensure that ,rxrmiH
Then it follows immediately that

E[f(Gi)\G0]<f(G0)-e (GoeK°) (12)

where K — {y e U: \y\ < k}, and the theorem is proved. I
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We now turn to the converse, using a quite different approach.

THEOREM 3. Suppose g > 0 and jlog (l+g)da. = GO. Then

1gdP= oo a.s. [A(a)]. (13)

Proof. We consider the proofs of theorems 2-3 and 2-5 from Hannum et al. [6]. Take
a sequence of bounded measurable positive functions gn^g (pointwise on H). Firstly
we note that there is no need to restrict S to U in their proofs. Secondly, for bounded
gn we may replace the characteristic function by Laplace transforms and conclude
that, for each n,

( \ j (14)

where T% has Laplace transform given by

logtf(exp[-sr*]) = - | log [1+ % „ - * ) ] da. (15)

Now fixing x and s < l / (x+l) , we note that l + s(gn — x) > s(l + grn). Hence

J log [1+ %„-*)]da > j_\og(l+gn)da+Mlog(s), (16)

which converges to oo as n->co by the condition of the theorem. Thus since
E[exp(-sTl)] tends to 0, so do P(T£ ^ 0) and P( \gndP =$ x), and hence

= 0 for all x > 0 (17)

which is the desired result. I

We summarize these last two results as follows.

THEOREM 4. For a Dirichlet process P with parameter a, the integral j \g\ dP is finite
or infinite a.s. [A(a)] according as /log (1 + |g|)da is finite or infinite.

Proof. The result follows from Theorems 2 and 3. Note that, in the infinite case,
jgdP may be undefined, or may be infinite, a.s. I

We conclude this section by showing that this approach can reproduce the results
of Doss and Sellke[3] concerning the tail-behaviour of P for the special case that
5 = U. Assume that a.(U) = 1 and that g is a positive and monotonically increasing
function on U. For such g,

log (1+0)da < o o o log(0)da < oo (18)

and so the preceding result gives us that

log(g)da<=> L d P < oo a.s. (19)

=>g(x)(l-P(x))^0 a.s. as z->oo (20)

where we use P to denote the distribution function corresponding to the measure P.
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From equations (18-20) it follows that

1 -P(x)
— TTT^0 a-s- as z~*oo (21)
h(l-ct(x))

if -\og[h(l-a(x))]doc(x) < oo for some a > 0. (22)

If a (as a distribution function) is differentiable then (22) is a direct consequence
of

n
— logh(u)du < oo, (23)

which is exactly the condition of Doss and Sellke[3]. Of course, our results work for
other spaces S, whereas their approach depends on properties of Gamma processes
on U. Moreover, we note that if a is differentiable then we do not need a convexity
condition on h. The differentiability of a can be removed but we do not pursue these
details here.

4. The nature of the convergence

. We prove that on FI(E) the convergence of Pn cannot be strengthened to complete
set-wise convergence.

THEOREM 5. Suppose that a. has a diffuse part (i.e. it is not purely atomic). Then there
exists no subset Ha Yl (S) such that {Pn} restricted to H is Harris ergodic.

Proof. We refer to Tweedie [11] for notation. From p. 303 of Tweedie [11], for a
chain which is Harris ergodic on a set H there exists a continuous component for the
chain which is everywhere non-trivial on H (note that Harris ergodicity implies that
the improperly essential set E in the Harris representation (3f?) is not present). Hence
(&~') holds for the process on H, and from p. 301 of Tweedie[11] C&) holds: that is,
there exists no uncountable collection of points {Py} c: FI(S) such that for some
0 < ft < 1 the measures

{Vfi(. | Py) = S P(Pn G . I Po = Py) n ' (24)

are mutually singular.
Let J(P) denote the set of atoms of P and SD = support (a^) denote the support of

the diffuse part of a. Define

H = {P e n(S) :P atomic, J(P) c:SDV J{a)}. (25)

Let {Cy} denote the (uncountable) collection of countable non-finite subsets of SD\J(a)
and for each y let ^ = {PeH.J(p) = J{a) y ^ ( 2 6 )

Then we may choose PyeAy,Py-eAy. for Cy =t= Cy. Now, given P0=Py, with
probability 1 we have

(27)

whereas with probability 0 we have PneBy-. The latter holds since ^eCyX^ with
probability 0 (see (2)). Thus the measures J^(.|Pr) are mutually singular.

Now the sets Ay cover H. Condition C&) implies that this cover must be countable.
However, since {Cy} is uncountable, so must {Ay} be. This contradicts (f§), and hence
the chain Pnon n(S) cannot be Harris ergodic on H.
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We note, moreover, that A(a) gives probability 1 to H and that any structural
subset of H of the form

{PeH:J(P)c:S';ci(S')<a(E)} (28)

is not closed. Hence Pn cannot be Harris ergodic on any structural subset of H. For

any other subset of H the original argument may be invoked to show that Pn cannot

be Harris ergodic on it either. I
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